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QUESTION 1

An Order Management System (OMS) handles orders from multiple brand specific sites, as part of the processing, the
OMS sends the processing detail to be added at notes to the orders in B2C Commerce. These processing details are
captured temporarily in custom objects, and are later processed by a batch Job that: 

1. 

Processes the custom object to extract the orderid and note data. 

2. 

Tries to load the order. 

3. 

If the order is not found, it deletes the custom object and moves on. 

4. 

If the order is found, it updates notes In the Order, upon successful update of this order, it deletes the custom object. 

There is an Issue reported that the job is constantly failing and custom objects are growing in number. On investigating
the production look the message below is being logged on each failure: 

What are three solution TheArchitect can take to fix this issue without losing meaningful data? Choose 3 answers 

A. Take the backup of the Order as XML and delete the Order to ensure on the next job run, the custom objects are
getting processed. 

B. Using BM site import/export, soften the warn to make sure that neither order notes are lost and custom object is
processed. 

C. Take the backup of the custom object and delete the custom object to ensure onthe next job run the custom objects
are getting processed. 

D. Engage B2C Commerce Support Team to soften the quota limit for `\\'object.OrderPO.relation.notes\\'\\' 

E. Take the backup of the Order as XML and delete the notes from Order to ensure on the next job run the custom
objects are getting processed. 

Correct Answer: BDE 
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QUESTION 2

The following promotions are configured with no exclusivity (can be combined with any other promotion) in a -1month
campaign: 

1. 

Free correct- in -store shipping 

2. 

20% accessories products discount, applies for all customers 

3. 

$5 off coupon based discount, sent to a selected group of customers 

The combination of above promotions allows customers to get 16 socks for free in store. This was unintended, and the
Client If considering disabling the coupon. The Client is concerned about a potential spike in the number of Call Center 

calls from customers who had the coupon code added to their baskets before it was disabled. As basket lifetime is set to
30 days for all customers, this can continue for the full length of the campaign. 

What solution should the Architect suggest to keep the Call Center calls to a minimum? 

A. Disable the coupon code. Clear the production cache from the Business Manager to clear existing baskets. 

B. Disable the coupon code. Email all the customers to not usethe coupon code in their baskets. 

C. Disable the coupon code. Restart the production instance from control Center to dear existing baskets. 

D. Disable the coupon code. Reduce the basket lifetime in Business Manager to expire some of the existing baskets 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 3

An Architect is configuring a data replication schedule. 

Which task(s) can be removed In order to reduce replication times? 

A. Campaign 

B. Static content 

C. Storefront URLs 

D. Search Indexes 

Correct Answer: D 
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QUESTION 4

During a technical review, the Client raises a need to display product pricingon the Product Detail Page (PDP) with
discounted values per promotion. The Client notes customers complained of bad user experiences in the past when
they would add a product to the basket from the cached PDP and then see a higher price when they started checkout as
the promotion had expired. 

What should the Architect suggest be implemented for this given that performance should be minimally impact? 

A. Remove caching of the product page during the promotion. 

B. Adjust the PDP to have a low caching period during the promotion. 

C. Modify the page to vary the cache by price and promotion. 

D. Create a separate template or view based on the promotion. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

A client has a single site with multiple domains, locales, and languages. After launch, there is a need for the client to
perform offline maintenance. The client would like to show the same maintenance page for each locale. Which version
of aliases,Json file below will accomplish this task? 

A. Option A 

B. Option B 
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C. Option C 

D. Option D 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 6

The Client is Crowing and decided to migrate its ecommerce website to B2C Commerce. The Client provided the
Architect with the f metrics for its existing website over the past 12 months and forecasted into the next year: 

Noting these historical metrics and the forecasted growth of 300%, which load test targets meet best practices for
testing the new B2C Commerce site? 

A. 15000 visits per hour, 300000 page views per hour, and 3750 orders per hour 

B. 150000 visits per hour, 3000000 page views per hour, and 37500 orders per hour 

C. 1500 visits per hour, 30000 page views per hour, and 375 orders per hour 

D. 3000 visits per hour, 60000 page views per hour, and 750 orders per hour 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 7

A B2C Commerce developer has recently completed a tax service link cartridge integration into a new SHU site. During
review, the Architect notices the basket calculation hook is being run multiple times during a single tax call. What is the
reason for the duplicate calculations being run? 

A. The tax cat is being called multiple times. 

B. The LINK cartridge Is Included multiple times in the cartridge path. 

C. There are multiple hook.js Wes referring to the samehook. 

D. The checkout is designed to recursively refer to the same hook. 
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Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 8

The client provided these business requirements: 

1. 

The B2C Commerce storefront will integrate with the client\\'s Order Management System (OMS). 

2. 

The storefront will providereel-time order export of successfully pieced orders The OMS supports both web service
export end SFTP batch order export, but the client has expressed concern about the availability of the OMS. Which two
solutions satisfy the requirements and address theOMS reliability concern? Choose 2 answers 

A. Implement a live export of orders during checkout vie web service, marking the processed order as exported when
the AM returns successfully. 

B. Implement a batch export of orders to SFTP, excluding exported orders. This runs as a scheduled fc>b with a high-
frequency run rate end marks processed orders as exported upon success. 

C. implement a batch export of orders via web service, excluding exported orders. This runs as a scheduled Job with an
hourly run rate endmarks processed orders as exported upon success. 

D. Implement a Live export of orders during checkout via SFTP, marking the processed order as exported when it has
completed successfully. 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

 

QUESTION 9

During a review of the most recent release notes, the Architect finds that Salesforce has deprecated an API that is used
throughout the site. After reviewing the deprecated API usage in Business Manager, the Architect narrows down the
usage of that API to a particular LINK integration cartridge. The cartridge was integrated when the site was first
launched and is heavily customized for the Client. 

What is the recommended way for the Architect to remove thedeprecated API so the LINK integration continues to work
without interruptions, and lowest level of effort\\' 

A. The Architect should update all the deprecated API cats in the already integrated LINK cartridge and test thoroughly. 

B. The Architect does not need to do anything at this time, the API will continue to work with no issues for the
foreseeable future. 

C. The Architect should check to see If the LINK cartridge has been updated already, integrate It, apply the
customisations, and teat thoroughly. 

D. The Architect should contact the company that created the LINK cartridge to fix the issue and provide the client with
updated code. 
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Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 10

The storefront integrates with a REST based Address verification service (AVS) that uses token based security. The
sequence of calls in the API documentation for this AVS looks like the following 

1.

 Client authentication call, which contains the merchantId and secret in a GET request and returns a token in the
response. 

2.

 Address verification call, which contains the token and the address to verify in aPOST request. 

Once the token is obtained, it is valid for hours and it is not needed to request a new one for subsequent address
verification calls, the AVS charges for every request made no matter if it is client authentication call or address
verification call. 

Which three strategies could be applied to allow for efficient use of the service without compromising security? Choose
3 answers 

A. Apply page caching to the client authentication controller that is used with AJAX. 

B. Obtain the token from local storage of the browser and update it once It expires. 

C. Obtain the token from a custom cache before making the client authentication call. 

D. Use HTTPService caching for the client authentication call. 

E. Use a job to store and update the token in a customobject that is used from the storefront code 

Correct Answer: ACD 

 

 

QUESTION 11

A Retailer has a single storefront site and a Product Management System (PIM). The Pin is Generating the master
catalog and storefront categorization catalog every day and it uploading them to SFTP How should the Architect
configure the import job flows following the best practices? 

A. 1st flow is global to download the files horn SFTP. 2nd flow is global to import the master catalog. 3rd flow Is global to
Import the storefront catalog. 

B. 1st flow is global to download the files from SFTP. 2nd flow is global to import the storefront catalog 3rd flow K global
to Import the master catalog. 

C. 1st flow is assigned to the site to download the files from SFTP. 2nd flow is assigned to thesite to Import the master
catalog. 3rd flow K global to Import the storefront catalog. 

D. 1st flow is assigned to the site to download the files from SFTP. 2nd flow is assigned to the site to Import the
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storefront catalog 3rd flow It global to Import themaster catalog. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 12

The Client plans to deploy a new payment provider and Order Management System on its existing B2C Commerce
website. They have asked an Architect to advise which environment it should use to conduct load testing of its new
integrations. 

Which environment should be used as the ideal environment for this kind of load test? 

A. The Development Instance of a rental Realm. 

B. The Development Instance of the existing Realm. 

C. The Production instance of the existing Realm. 

D. The Production Instance of a rental Realm. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 13

During code review, the Architect found that there is a service call on every visit of the product detail woe (PDP). 

What best practices should the Architect ensure are followed for the service configuration? Choose 2 answers 

A. Circuit breaker is enabled. 

B. Service timeout is set. 

C. Service mock up call is configured. 

D. Service logging is disabled. 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

 

QUESTION 14

An Architect has been asked by the Business to integrate a newpayment LINK cartridge. As part of the integration, the
Architect has created four new services to access various endpoints in the integration. How can the Architect move the
new services to Production when the integration is ready for launch? 

A. The new services will be moved to Production with a Data Replication. 

B. The new services will be moved to production with a Site Import. 
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C. The new services must be manually exported from staging and Imported into Production. 

D. The new services will be moved toProduction with a Code Replication. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 15

During implementation, the team found that there is a notification controller exposed for an external service that marks
the order as paid when notification is received. The notification URL is sent to the service together with the payment
request and contains only the URL with orderlD as the parameter. 

What should the Architect recommend to the team in order to prevent the unauthorized usage of the controller to mark
the orders as paid? 

A. Add a customer number in the callback URL and match the customer number against the one stored on the order. 

B. Add HTTPS restriction to the controller start node. 

C. Add an order token in the callback URL and match the token against the one stored on the order. 

D. Add a session attribute and validate it on the callback. 

Correct Answer: C 
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